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The confinement of molecular species in nanoscale environments
leads to intriguing dynamic phenomena. Notably, the organization
and rotational motions of individual molecules were controlled by
carefully designed, fully supramolecular host architectures. Here
we use an open 2D coordination network on a smooth metal
surface to steer the self-assembly of discrete trimeric guest units,
identified as noncovalently bound dynamers. Each caged chiral
supramolecule performs concerted, chirality-preserving rotary
motions within the template honeycomb pore, which are visua-
lized and quantitatively analyzed using temperature-controlled
scanning tunneling microscopy. Furthermore, with higher thermal
energies, a constitutional system dynamics appears, which is re-
vealed by monitoring repetitive switching events of the confined
supramolecules’ chirality signature, reflecting decay and reassem-
bly of the caged units.
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The dynamics of molecular species can be controlled by
carefully designed, fully supramolecular host architectures,

provided either as discrete capsules or extended nanoporous
networks. It was recognized in particular that unique rotary mo-
tion phenomena of single molecular species can be encoded by
such conditions (1–5). Moreover, with the restriction to surface-
confined systems it became possible to investigate molecular
rotation and noncovalent assembly processes of individual mole-
cules adsorbed at surfaces by atomic-scale scanning tunneling
microscopy (STM) (6–12). However, the direct observation of
dynamic supramolecular entities in controlled environments
remained elusive although this objective represents a key issue
of supramolecular science and constitutional dynamic chemistry
(13–16). Herein we report dynamic phenomena at the supramo-
lecular level, resulting from the nanoscale confinement of a
multicomponent aggregate in an open 2D coordination network
on a smooth metal surface. The presented nanopores steer the
assembly and cage the realized discrete 2D-chiral trimeric dyna-
mers, whose behavior is directly monitored by temperature-
controlled STM. We visualized and analyzed quantitatively their
rotary motions, whereby the collective nature of the system
dynamics is demonstrated by following chirality-preserving indi-
vidual reorientation events. The findings reveal opportunities
for the field of surface-mounted rotors, limited to single molecu-
lar units so far (17–19). Furthermore, we infer constitutional dy-
namics from the switching of the chirality signature for increased
thermal energies, reflecting the repetitive decay and reassembly
of the caged supramolecules. With our observations, a demon-
strator for the intricate collective dynamics of caged supramole-
cular dynamers is provided.

Results and Discussion
For our investigations, we rely on the principles of surface-
confined supramolecular chemistry, a versatile strategy for the
fabrication of low-dimensional molecular architectures (20, 21).
This methodology was notably employed to design regular nano-

porous networks presenting well-defined and tunable cavities
(22–25). Specifically, we employed the cobalt-directed assembly
of linear ditopic para-sexiphenyl-dicarbonitrile (NC-Ph6-CN) lin-
kers to generate a highly regular array of well-defined host spaces
on a smooth single crystal silver surface in (111) orientation un-
der vacuum conditions (26). STM data of an exemplary network
are depicted in Fig. 1A, revealing the high regularity of the
template providing hexagonal pores with an enclosed van der
Waals area of 24 nm2. The ideal stoichiometry for this room-
temperature assembled network is given by a ratio of 3∶2 of
rod-like linkers and cobalt centers, respectively. However, upon
increasing the surface concentration of the linkers at reduced
temperatures (∼145 K), they are captured in the network cavities
because the energy barrier to migrate across the network rims is
high enough to limit intercavity mass transport, which eventually
sets in at T ∼ 160 K.

The confined molecules are free to arrange within the pore
in energetically favorable configurations. The outcome of such
an experiment following the network exposure to an additional
0.1 monolayer linker concentration and subsequent cool-down
to a temperature of 8 K is shown by the STM image reproduced
in Fig. 1B (Fig. S1A is an overview image). Firstly, we note that
the confined monomers are always attached to the network rim in
a specific geometry, reflecting a surface templating effect and
weak attractions between phenyl hydrogen and CN end groups.
This arrangement is consistent with the structural motifs ob-
served in pure organic lattices of linear dicarbonitrile linker mo-
lecules on the same surface (27, 28). Secondly, we identify a
frequent trimeric arrangement reflecting the self-assembly of
three caged linkers. Here a different threefold nodal bonding mo-
tif is encountered at the center of the trimeric unit, which must be
understood as a consequence of the spatial confinement, because
in organic layers exclusively fourfold nodal motifs exist (27, 28).
Nevertheless, there is again a preferred registry of the supramo-
lecular trimer with respect to the surface atomic lattice, i.e., the
molecular backbones are oriented along close-packed h11̄0i di-
rections and the terminating nitrogen atoms reside at threefold
hollow sites (28) (compare Fig. 1C and Fig. S2A). In addition,
cavities exist that are either undecorated or host merely one mo-
lecule or arrangements of two or four guest molecules. Further-
more, Fig. 1B evidences that there are two mirror-symmetric
configurations of the supramolecular trimer reflecting an organi-
zational chirality (27, 28). These enantiomorphous species are
designated λ- and δ-rotator, respectively. Because these supramo-
lecules will be shown to undergo thermally activated collective
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motions and continuous changes in their constitution, they are
recognized as dynamers (16).

Altogether, the situation reflects a two-level assembly of a
2D host network with caged supramolecular chiral guests, the
shape of which is determined by the balance of intermolecular,
molecule-surface, and host-guest interactions. Now, the metal-
organic honeycomb nanomesh is thermally robust because of
the underlying metal-ligand interactions that determine its struc-
ture (23, 24). By contrast, the lateral bonding of the guest system,

both regarding its internal structure and its attachment to the host
cavity implies weaker, noncovalent interactions. In order to probe
its response to thermal excitations, repeated STM measurements
with increasing temperatures have been performed. Starting at
T ∼ 25 K, we continuously imaged approximately 175 cavities
during several days. At T ∼ 60 K, the first indications of thermal
motions of the trimeric guest unit appeared. Importantly, they
concern the entire supramolecular unit. Typical rotation events
are visualized by the data series in Fig. 2 A–C concentrating
on a single caged δ-rotator. It is obvious that an orientation
switching event occurred in the time interval between the record-
ing of the images (Fig. 2A) and (Fig. 2B). This change corre-
sponds to a transition between energetically equivalent, but
geometrically different configurations with an identical chirality
signature. The pertaining states are designated δ1, δ2 and λ1, λ2,
respectively.

A further chirality-conserving event occurred during the scan-
ning of the rotator, i.e., within the measurement process. It is
marked by an arrow in Fig. 2C and reveals that the time for
the repositioning of the unit is much smaller than the interval
for the recording of a line scan (164 ms). Furthermore, looking
at well more than 1,000 rotator images, we found no indications
of intermediate configurations of the rotator, suggesting that the
orientational switching corresponds to a collective rotation of the
entire supramolecular trimeric unit. This interpretation, in con-
trast to the principally existing possibility of sequential motions
of individual molecular units in rapid succession, is supported
by the fact that the elements of the supramolecular unit cannot
be individually displaced between positions of different rotary
configurations because of steric hindrance. The pertaining model
shown in Fig. 2F (for more detailed views, see Fig. S3 B–D) re-
veals that the reason is the proximity of the carbonitrile groups
and phenyl rings, i.e., the supramolecular bonding motif. A se-
quential motion would entail distances between molecular
moieties falling locally below the van der Waals spheres of the
constituents. The idea of a concerted rotational motion is further
corroborated by observations at higher temperatures, where it is
impossible to image a static rotator because of the increased
rotation rates. Under these conditions, frizzled features are re-
solved in the cavities indicating rapid thermal motions (compare
Fig. 2 D and E). In agreement with earlier STM observations of
single rotating molecules (10, 29–31), this imaging is ascribed to a
unit rapidly rotating in arbitrary directions while residing on the
average at the preferred surface orientations. With the present
system, the envelope of the intracavity molecular features accord-
ingly corresponds exactly to the superposition of the two distin-

Fig. 1. Supramolecular chiral trimers in a nanoporous host lattice. (A) The
template is provided by a regular 2D coordination network on a Ag(111) sur-
face. The van der Waals area of the provided cavities is 24 nm2 (VB ¼ 0.5 V,
IT ¼ 0.1 nA, T Sample ¼ 8 K). (B) Self-assembled supramolecular trimers in two
chiral configurations marked with blue and green hexagons named λ- and
δ-rotator, respectively (VB ¼ 2.0 V, IT ¼ 0.1 nA, T Sample ¼ 29 K). (C) Structure
model of the caged trimers that are stabilized by weak bonds between
carbonitrile endgroups and phenyl moieties (H, C, N, and Co atoms in white,
black, blue, and red, respectively).

Fig. 2. Rotational motion of the caged supramolecular
dynamer. (A and B) Sixty degree orientational switching
between a stable δ1 and δ2 configuration with conserva-
tion of the chirality signature; images recordedwith a time
lap of 204 s (VB ¼ 1.0 V, IT ¼ 0.05 nA, TSample ¼ 64.4 K).
(C) Orientation switching event while recording the topo-
graphy at the position indicated with an arrow; the mole-
cular units are exclusively imaged with positions reflecting
preferred configurations (VB ¼ −1.0 V, IT ¼ 0.05 nA,
T Sample ¼ 64.8 K). (D and E) Rapid fluctuation of rotator
states with event rates largely exceeding imaging fre-
quency. The envelope of the intracavity molecular features
with different chirality corresponds to a superposition of
the two respective stable configurations (D, λ-rotator,
VB ¼ −1.0 V, IT ¼ 0.1 nA, T Sample ¼ 78.3 K; E, δ-rotator,
VB ¼ 0.2 V, IT ¼ 0.22 nA, T Sample ¼ 81 K). (F) Model for
the collective rotation superimposed on the data in E.
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guishable rotator orientations (compare Fig. 2A–F). Importantly,
this characteristic holds independently for both mirror-symmetric
species (compare Fig. 2 D and E), i.e., there is again chirality
conservation in agreement with the notion of a supramolecular
unit performing concerted motions. Thus, the hexagonal cavity
dictates the shape of the self-assembly geometry and acts simul-
taneously as a supramolecular stator for the confined rotary
motion of the dynamer exhibiting in this case only rotational,
but no constitutional dynamics.

On the basis of the systematic temperature-controlled STM
datasets, we performed a statistical analysis of the rotational
switching event rates (details on the procedures are given in
Methods; in short, they follow methodologies established for
molecular surface diffusion, see ref. 32). The results are plotted
in the Arrhenius representation reproduced in Fig. 3. They show
the characteristics of a thermally activated process described
by the well-known formula Γrot ¼ A exp½-Erot∕ðkTÞ�, where Γrot
represents the rotation rate, A the prefactor, and Erot the rota-
tional energy barrier. A corresponding fit to the data yields
Erot ¼ 187� 8 meV and A ¼ 1.3ð�0.8Þ × 1012 s−1.

Thus, the strictly surface-confined self-assembly approach,
using instructed molecular bricks, leads to the parallel construc-
tion of stator–rotator assemblies, which show inherently self-
adaptation to the specific near-surface working conditions. The
straightforward use of the self-assembly techniques in the archi-
tectural design cannot only provide direct access to functional
surface structures, it also reflects the highly supramolecular de-
sign principles ubiquitary found in biological motors (e.g., rotary
ATPase, linear kinesine, and myosine motors).

With substrate temperatures exceeding ∼70 K, intracavity
chirality interconversion sets in as a rare event, as exemplified
by the data reproduced in Fig. 4. Similar to the rotation events,
these transitions are much faster than the instrumental scanning
speed. Thus they cannot be visualized directly, but can be tracked
by the change of the chirality of a rotator. In the presented case, a
λ-rotator (Fig. 4A, trimer on the right) transforms into a δ-rotator
(Fig. 4B, trimer on the right). As a consequence, at even higher
temperatures, the rotator STM appearance undergoes a qualita-
tive change. Instead of frizzled features discussed above, a rather
smooth, albeit slightly blurred envelope, of the intracavity mole-
cular features occurs (Fig. 5A, recorded for T ¼ 145 K).

The appearance in 6-mm symmetry is understood as a conse-
quence of averaging over many thermal motion processes that
occur in the cavity during the recording of each individual scan
line. At these conditions, the level of thermal excitation does not
allow the caged molecules to migrate across the cavity rims, and
accordingly they remain spatially confined. However, the unique
chirality signature of the rotators observed at lower temperatures

has disappeared and a mirror-symmetric superposition figure
prevails. The high number of cavities featuring identical envel-
opes is consistent with the number occupied by the trimeric dy-
namers at lower temperatures. This figure can be constructed
from the superposition of all four possible rotator configurations
(λ1, λ2, δ1, and δ2) combining both dynamic imaging features for
rotators with different chirality (see Fig. 5B). The fact that the
overall dynamic envelope of the confined linkers can be con-
structed this way confirms that this interconversion of rotor
chirality, necessarily requiring a transient decay and reassembly
of the rotator unit, occurs regularly at the employed tempera-
tures. Thus, we recognize a clear indication for constitutional
dynamics (16), i.e., there is a repetitive dissociation and reconsti-
tution of the caged trimeric unit. In turn, the conservation of
chirality throughout a large number of rotation events indicates
that the collective rotary dynamics, i.e., not involving decay and
reassembly, persists over periods of time between the constitu-
tional changes. In the temperature window 90.7� 0.4 K, we
measured a rate of Γchir ≈ 1.8 × 10−3 s−1 for intracavity chirality
switches (see Fig. 4). The corresponding rotation rate is 56.5 s−1
as extrapolated from the Arrhenius fit. Assuming a Markov pro-
cess, where every second decay of the trimeric unit actually leads
to a chirality switch, the ratio of rotation to decay rates is deter-
mined to be approximately 1.6 × 104. Using the same prefactor
for both rotation and decay, the activation barrier for the latter
is estimated to be Edecay ¼ kT × ln½A∕ð2ΓchirÞ� ≈ 260 meV.

In the course of our systematic studies, there were no hints on a
correlated occupation or dynamics of guest species in neighbor-
ing cavities, although this point can unfortunately not be conclu-
sively addressed with the datasets at hand. Note that in several
previous studies addressing single-molecule rotational motions
in 2D superlattices correlations could also not be found for
species confined in separate network cavities (9, 10). For an in-
teresting example of a nanoporous template with communicating
cavities, see ref. 33; however, with this system, the flexibility of
the constituting porphyrins plays an important role. A potential
pathway that could mediate a correlated dynamics is given by the
indirect electronic interactions due to surface state scattering on
the network and confined objects, which has been exploited to
steer the alignment of adatoms in supramolecular gratings on
the same substrate in the past (34, 35). However, with these sys-
tems, there was similarly no evidence for a correlated transla-
tional motion or lateral organization in adjacent 1D furrows
(34, 35), presumably because there is little crosstalk between
areas separated by molecular rims (34–36).

Finally, we briefly comment on the nature and dynamics of
single, dimeric, and tetrameric guest arrangements. The data re-
produced in Fig. S4 shows a single trimeric dynamer with adjacent
cavities comprising the other species. At the employed conditions
(temperature in the 60–61 K range), the monomers are already
highly mobile and the filled cavity shows a streaky interior
indicative of rapid motions. In contrast, the rates for the thermal
motions of dimers and tetramers are comparable to that of
the trimer; thus thermally induced rearrangements of the
confined supramolecules can be monitored. However, a detailed

Fig. 3. Arrhenius plot of dynamer rotation event rates. The data obey the
expression Erot ¼ A exp½-Erot∕ðkTÞ�, the line fit yields A ¼ 1.3ð�0.8Þ × 1012 s−1,
Erot ¼ 187� 8 meV. Insets show exemplary STM images with a caged rotator
in a single cavity at different temperatures (recorded with VB ¼ 2.0 V,
IT ¼ 0.1 nA).

Fig. 4. Simultaneous observation of two dynamic caged rotators with equal
(A) and opposite (B) handedness; images recorded with a time lap of 340 s
(VB ¼ −2.07 V, IT ¼ 0.05 nA, T Sample ¼ 90.5 K). Between the two images of
the same surface area, an intracavity chirality interconversion occurred as
a rare event.
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data analysis reveals that these motions frequently comprise both
rotary and translatory steps, i.e., there are frequent structural
changes of the supramolecular units. Consequently their dy-
namics cannot be described by the straightforward terms used
for the trimer concerted rotary motions and constitutional rear-
rangements.

Conclusion
In conclusion, we demonstrated the bottom-up construction of
caged supramolecular dynamers. Using a tailored nanoporous
network as a template, we developed a hierarchic organization to
generate collective motion and assembly phenomena with nonco-
valently designed chiral units. The realized supramolecular dyna-
mers exert complex, concerted rotations, which have been directly
monitored and quantitatively analyzed at the single-molecule
level. In order to gain improved control over 2D supramolecular
stator–rotator systems, e.g., achieving directionality, or changing
the energy supply from heat to photons or electrons, the synthesis
and incorporation of responsive rotator units is envisioned.
Furthermore, the observed chirality switching events of the caged
trimeric units reflect a constitutional dynamics of the system,
i.e., there is direct evidence of a dynamic chemistry at the supra-
molecular level. Our findings demonstrate the remarkable poten-
tial of surface-confined self-assembled nanoporous architectures
by exploiting massively parallel fabrication concepts (20–25) to
control dynamic phenomena of supramolecular species, here
mechanically, but prospectively also concomitant electronic or
magnetic dynamic features, e.g., mechanoelectronic coupling of
molecular motion with dynamic electron confinement.

Methods
The synthesis of the rod-like NC-Ph6-CN molecule as well as the Co-directed
honeycomb network assembly have been described in a previous publication
(see ref. 26). All experiments were performed under ultrahigh vacuum con-
ditions using a home-built liquid-He-cooled low-temperature STM with
cryoshields (37). The employed Ag(111) substrate was prepared by standard
procedures (cycles of Arþ sputtering and annealing) to obtain extended flat
terraces separated by monoatomic steps. The linkers were deposited from a
quartz crucible in an organic molecular beam epitaxy source at 572 K, with
the substrate kept at 300 K. Submonolayer molecular films were subse-
quently exposed to a beam of Co atoms for coordination assembly, whereby
the linker to metal ratio was adjusted to 3∶2. The Co-coordinated assembly
was cooled down and an additional 0.1 monolayer concentration of linker
molecules were added at 144 K (coverages are given with respect to the
saturated monolayer coverage of a purely organic layer as defined in ref. 28).
Following the preparation, the sample was transferred in situ and STM data
were acquired at T ¼ 8–150 K. During the measurements, the tunneling
parameters were in the high-resistance regime of 20 GΩ to avoid tip-induced
motions.

The rotation rates were determined by counting the number of rotations
within a hexagonal cavity and dividing this number by the time it took to scan
the cavity. For low temperatures, rotation events rarely happened. In this
case, their number was divided by the accumulated time, which elapsedwhile
scanning the hexagonal cavity in between the occurrence of rotation events.
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